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The Little Book for
Naughty Married
People

You are Naughty
(and you know it)

Can you afford not to fulfill your naughty fantasies?
Everyone you know, from the wildest partygoer to the prudest virgin, have sexual fantasies
they desperately want to fulfill.
But not all fantasies turn into reality.
Sex toys, bondage, public sex, oral pleasure, anal games, roleplaying, gloryholes, gangbangs,
cumshots…
… the list of our naughty sexual practices as a species is endless but most of us never get to
express our deepest sexual desires.
Why?
Why the hell be prude when deep down inside we want to be naughty?

Look into your heart and find what you really want with your sexual life.
Life is too short to think things twice; shyness and prudeness you will SO regret.

Put on your sexy clothes (you’re having sex tonight)
Put on your sexy attitude (you’re having sex tonight)
Embrace your naughty side!

Fetishes
Bondage
You may have heard that Sex is love.
This may be true but Sex is also a powergame and let no one tell you otherwise.
Bondage is where love and powergames meet.
Tie him, bind her, restrain him, cuff her for your mutual pleasure.
You may think its extreme at first but a bit of naughtiness and a bit of trust can make for a
whole new dimension to your sex life.
Have you ever imagined how your wife would look in breast bondage? A rope, intricately
tied around her breasts or even a “karada” rope dress to get her wildest self out.
Have you ever dared to fantasize cuffing up and blindfolding your man? Having him
powerless at your whims. Try it and go all the way for incredible pleasures.
When you get him to climax in bondage, continue stimulating him for some post-orgasm
torment and who knows, he may be cumming back for more.

Soft bondage

A bit of bondage can strengthen your relationship with your partner.
Bedroom bondage it is called and many people do it, yet very few admit it.
If you haven’t done it before, or if your partner is reluctant, you can start slow and enjoy the
process with some sexual teasing.
Use bondage as a foreplay to arouse and stimulate. Ask your partner to surrender to you and
if they refuse at first, be brave enough to surrender your body to them.
Start with a blindfold, the lightest form of bondage there is. Just rob your partner of their
eyesight as you pleasure their body. This focuses the senses of touch and smell, enhancing
the sexual experience.
One step further is the use of restraints. Where the restrained partner will experience sexual
stimulation, unable to resist. Masturbation, oral sex and full intercourse all take on a
different meaning if you are bound to the will of your partner!

Hardcore bondage
The dream of many but a reality for few; hardcore bondage can be fiercely erotic and
extremely stimulating for men and women who dare venture that far in the world of BDSM.
Bondage is magic when done right.
And for many bondage aficionados, “right” means “hardcore”.

Hardcore bondage is equally pleasurable to people of both sexes and all sexual orientations
and you only need a willing partner and the right equipment to run wild.
What equipment you say?
Anything you can imagine can be used to bind your partner (or be bound yourself) for
hardcore bondage.

Hardcore bondage shopping list (the more the better):







Ropes and straps (staples of hardcore bondage)
Collars and belts
Harnesses and spreaders (bind limbs together or keep them apart)
Cuffs (handcuffs, ankecuffs, toecuffs, etc)
Cling films
Bondage tape

Your equipment at hand, the sky is the limit…
Just remember your safeword!

Role-playing
Ah, here is the mother of all fetishes; role-playing!
Many sexual fantasies start and end with role-play and it’s a shame most couples are too
timid to admit their fantasies.
She may want to live a rape fantasy and he may simply want to fuck a nurse; what’s wrong
with that?
By role-playing our fantasies we get to live the most stunning sexual experiences, safely and
in complete naughtiness.
Be brave.
Ask your partner about their sexual fantasies and tell them your own. Then plan things, get
costumes if needed (cosplay anyone?) and get in the mood.

You can role-play alone, or before bystanders who don’t know what’s going on. Let your
fantasy run loose!

Out of ideas? The most common erotic role-play themes are:








Teacher / Student
Slave / Master - where the slave is required to comply with all demands of the
master
Photographer / Model
Doctor / Nurse – Nurse / Patient
Stripper / Client
Boss / Secretary
Rapist / Victim

Dom/Sub
Dominance and submission games smash our stereotypes on how relationships are and how
they should be.
Through dom/sub games you give others absolute control of your body or take control of
their bodies yourself.
What’s more arousing than that?
You can experience intense erotic pleasure by dominating or by being submissive and don’t
take my word for it; go out there and try it!

Popular dom/Sub relationship dynamics you can try (if you dare):









Humiliation (private, public or verbal)
Consensual slavery and sexual slavery
Domestic servitude
Enforced chastity
Dehumanization (becoming an animal or an object)
Cross-dressing and feminization
Whipping
Cuckold (you may need a third person for that one!)

For most dom/sub games, you will need at least a collar for the slave, remember to get a
collar that fits both partners since you may be changing roles before you know it!

Sex toys
Sex for naughty married couples is a team game with no ending….
… a team game, that’s made even the most enjoyable with the use of toys.

Myriads of toys and what to choose?
From double-ended dildos to rabbit vibrators, from sex swings to anal beads and from triple
crowns to sybians the choices are nigh- limitless.

As with all things sexual, variety is sacrosanct so you’d better get lots of toys and you’d
better get toys to please both you and your partner!
Try incorporating toys in your sexual activities. If your partner is shy at first, try with small
toys, gradually moving to larger, more intimidating dongs or cock-milking machines.
Finally, if you love your man in a truly naughty way, why not make a dildo modeled after his
own penis?

Persuading your partner and general
naughtiness
How to get a mind-blowing oral experience
In sex, giving is receiving and nowhere is this truer than in oral pleasure.
To make partners who don’t particularly like oral sex want to peasure you with it, you have
to persuade them it’s awesome, so if you want a mind-blowing oral experience from your
partner, you’ve gotta give him or her one first!
Leave him or her a memo with the following:
“
Dear Husband/Wife,
Tonight, you are getting the oral sex of your life.
Be clean and ready.
Yours truly,
XXX
“

For extra naughtiness, write the memo on a nude picture of yourself and put it inside his or
her business papers.
Now, when he or she returns home, give him the oral sex of his or her life… before asking to
be pleased in return.

The essentials of mind-blowing oral:




Use your hands and fingers
Stimulate peripherally (not only the clit or the head of the penis)
Lots of saliva!

Anal sex (stealth anal fingering included!)
Some women and lots of men shy away from the thought of being penetrated from behind,
even though the experience can be both pleasurable and extremely fun.
That’s a shame and we can’t let it pass!
To persuade your partner to try some backdoor fun, your best bet is while giving them a
mind-blowing oral (see above!) or some serious fingering or handjob.
While pleasing your partner through oral sex, fingering or a good ol’ handjob, subtly lube his
or her anus.
Just before they climax, slide a finger in his or her bum hole and then make him or her cum.
If you do it right, they may not even realize they took a finger in the ass while cumming.
Repeat a few times before telling them what’s going on.
The stealth anal fingering technique works wonders to associate pleasure with anal
penetration!

Orgasms
Orgasm is the ultimate of life’s rewards.
We are built to crave it and to do anything to obtain it.

Many women –and even some men, have problems reaching climax and there’s no surest
way to destroy one’s sexual life than anorgasmia (yes, that’s a word!)
As many as 10% of women have never climaxed and the main reason for this problem is
stress and suppressed sexual desires.
So, here’s what you can do to have (more) orgasms:
Relax and look inside you to find what you really want from your sexual life.

Don’t fake it!
Better tell your partner straight up you’ve got troubles getting there, so you can work it out!
Girls, try rubbing your clit while having sex (if you’re not doing it already) or use sex toys to
help you reach climax.
Remember that lots of foreplay can help you reach orgasm and whatever you do, don’t give
up; everyone can cum!

Multiple orgasms!
Orgasming once is human; orgasming twice (or more!) is divine.
Multiple orgasms are a myth for many but a reality for some who truly enjoy their sexual
lives.
It’s easier for women to achieve multiple orgasms but men can do it too, if they know what
to avoid.

Overstimulation.
That’s your enemy.
Direct overstimulation of the clitoris or the penis head at the moment you orgasm can bring
about the dreaded refractory period which makes you unable to cum again for a while!
You can easily avoid that by going teasingly slow just before you come, if you can’t control
yourself, ask your partner to take care of your orgasms and prevent overstimulation.
It’s worth it!
Women should aim for vaginal orgasms (rather than clitoral ones) and men should stop
stimulating their penis head the moment they start cumming.
That way, you can get there again…
And again…
And again…
…
Squirting
Female ejaculation.
Scientists can’t even agree whether it exists or not, but squirting is a real phenomenon and
damn fun (if not a bit messy!) to achieve.
Most women will go through their sexual lives without experiencing squirting even once, but
you’ve gotta try everything at least once in this life, right?
To experience squirting you need to overstimulate the G-spot as much as possible, with
pressure as well as speed thrusting.
This is best achieved through fingering, with fingers entering facing upwards, or with the
help of a curved dildo.
Thrust and stimulate the G-spot, along with some clit rubbing, and be sure to relax through
the whole ordeal as stressing will prevent you from squirting.
Eventually, you will feel an odd sensation, something between an orgasm and the urge to
pee; this is normal and means you’re about to squirt!
Don’t hold it and let the fluids gush out in a glorious squirt.
Well done!

Spit or swallow?
A sexophilosophical question that has been raging since ancient times; the debate whether
it’s best to spit or swallow semen may never be resolved.
However.
What do YOU want your partner to do?
That’s the real question.
If you fancy your woman swallowing your sperm while she insists on spitting, you can
persuade her in a number of ways.

Putting her in a position where it is more convenient or even pleasurable to swallow than to
spit is the key. She will swallow when she’s wearing expensive clothes she doesn’t want
stained with cum; use that to your advantage!
If you want her to spit while she insists on swallowing, then you have to make her desire
sperm on her flesh. To do so, make a habit of ejaculating on her body right after intercourse,
she will love it and will also get familiar with the sensation of cum on her.

Prostate milking
Men who haven’t experienced orgasms through prostate stimulation really don’t know what
they’re missing.
Prostate milking can give a man some of the strongest and messiest orgasms ever and he
won’t regret it!
Obviously, to get your man to accept milking you have to make him comfortable with anal
fingering at least.
The prostate is particularly easy to reach!
Just finger him and look for a small, round lump at half a finger’s length. You will know
you’ve hit the spot when he starts moaning and begging for more.

Rub the prostate sideways, up and down, in circular motions and in any other way you like
to drive him crazy. You can squeeze his balls and give him oral sex for maximum pleasure.
If you are particularly naughty, you can make him ejaculate without climaxing by pressing his
prostate; this will make him BEG you for more.

Group sex

Using technology to find sex
It’s difficult enough to find one person to have sex with, let alone many, so group sex does
remain an unfulfilled fantasy for most people.

Until very recently, it used to be very hard to find sexy and naughty people for group fun but
with the advent of the internet everything changed.
You can now find swinging clubs, group sex parties, orgies, busy gloryholes and dogging
spots easier than ever before thanks to the internet!
You can upload your profile and naughty pictures and browse profiles and sexy pics of others
through dating sites and online dating communities that really bring people together for
some naughty fun.
Searching online and you will find something for everyone and an outlet for every fantasy
(really).
It’s simple; if you want to have a lot of group sex with lots of different, smoking-hot people,
then go online –it’s your best bet!

Threesomes and how to find that perfect third person
Introducing a third person on the marital bed is a hot fantasy of most couples.
But,
How do you go about it?
How do you persuade your partner and most importantly, where do you find that perfect
third person?

The answers are simple than you might think!
First, discuss it openly with your partner; chances are they will be at least a bit intrigued (if
they’re totally not interested, we’ve got other suggestions for you later on!)
If your wife is reluctant but thinks about it, offer her a threesome with another man and if
your husband is reluctant for a threesome offer him to get a second woman as your
threesome partner; this will persuade them!
To find that perfect third person first look at your friends, then at your neighbors and finally
at your past lovers. Among these three groups, you will surely find one person who is willing
to have sex with you and your husband/wife simultaneously!

Threesome without your spouse (be that third person!)
If your spouse doesn’t even want to consider the idea of a threesome, there is still hope for
you my friends.

Just go out there and find a couple that wants a third person to join their sexual lives.
Being the third person is fun and completely care-free, and you may even indulge in some
bi-sexual fantasies too if you feel like it!
As a man joining a threesome, be careful not to compete with the other man or monopolize
his woman (unless he wants to just watch) strike a balance and try to synchronize yourself
with him so you offer maximum pleasure to his woman (double cumshots anyone?)
As a woman joining a threesome, be patient and wait for your turn to have sex with the
man, or bring along a few sex toys to keep the other woman occupied and happy while her
husband drills you.

Gangbangs for girls
You, an innocent girl in the middle and a score of hungry men around you, touching you,
kissing you, undressing you and worshiping you until you moan uncontrollably from pleasure
again and again.
All women have had that fantasy at least once and living a good gangbang can be a lifechanging sexual experience for any woman.
In order for your body to become the center of a smashing gangbang you need to find a few
men you trust and are friends with each other.

If your husband has some sexy childhood friends or is member of a sports club then these
men might be good candidates to gangbang you. Have your husband ask them and gather
trustworthy and hot men to please you.
These guys may even bring their own women to join the fun and nothing beats making
friends through gangbangs as the social and sexual elements are both very strong there!

Gangbangs for boys
The casual eroticism of gangbangs is unique and often borders to ritualistic hedonism.
You and your buddies, all having fun with a hot girl, sharing her and pleasing her like she’s
never been pleased before.
That’s hot!
With so many men around, you can try some positions that are normally impossible and try
to give the woman as many orgasms as possible. Try triple penetration, try standup DP and
try multi-dick blowjobs;
it’s worth it!
As for sperm, there will be so much of it she might go crazy with ecstasy. Agree with your
gang-buddies and perform multiple creampies in her (she will love that!) or arrange for
everyone to take turns cumming on her, fulfilling the elusive bukkake fantasy.
Just remember to be a team player and let your gang-buddies have fun too. Finally, always
respect the woman you are gangbanging (even if she’s drenched in cum!).

Dogging
Take your wife out for an evening walk…
… and have her make sex with strangers you pick up!
Or, cum on a stranger woman while your wife watches in public.
That’s dogging at its best!

Dogging is the ultimate expression of public group sex and with the power of the internet it
has become a real sensation. Two groups of people can meet either randomly or
prearranged for dogging and have wild sex outside, in the dark.
In order to persuade your husband or wife to try dogging you can try dogging voyeurism
first.
Take your partner to spy other doggers having wild, anonymous sex under the moon and he
or she will soon want to join the fun!

When dogging, remember:
“Keep your body squeaky clean and your mind dirty; never the other way around!”

Glory holes
You may not know it, but many “reputable” establishments maintain one or more gloryhole
booths anyone can use.
Have you ever tried gloryhole sex?
The experience is completely different for men and women but it’s equally enjoyable and
devilishly naughty.

Men, remember that unless you go to the gloryhole with your wife or a female friend (or
unless you peak through the whole before you stick your penis in it) you won’t know who’s
pleasing you, and sometimes there may be another man at the other side!
Women, if the penis is clean and looks healthy you can usually blow it without a worry but
gloryhole sex should come with some precautions (unless you know or trust the other
person).
For extra naughtiness, visit a gloryhole with your wife but don’t tell her what’s going on.
Then check her reaction when she sees anonymous dicks coming out of the walls (you may
be surprised at what she chooses to do with these dicks!)

Extramarital

Find a girlfriend/boyfriend who does whatever your wife/husband doesn’t!
I know how it is; your lawfully wedded partner is the best person in the world…
but…
… he or she just isn’t up to par with you when it comes to sex!
It’s no shame to accept the fact that you’re not sexually satisfied with your husband/wife!
It’s neither the end of your relationship, nor the end of your sexual life as long as you seek a
girlfriend/boyfriend who does whatever your wife/husband doesn’t!

If your husband is a great guy but his penis is average and you want to taste a well-hung
stud; go for it!
If your wife is kind and loving, but you’d rather bang a busty blonde then why not?
You can maintain your family life, keeping it intact, but also fulfill all your sexual fantasies
with your affair!
It’s not a taboo,
It’s human nature!

Find a partner who likes anal… while keeping your spouse
Anal sex is where most marriages come to a sexual halt!

The problem is equally serious whether the wife won’t consider anal or the husband refuses
to give (or take) something from the backdoor.
If your spouse can’t be persuaded then it can’t be helped!
You need a partner who not only does anal
You need a partner who actually LIKES anal
Because live is so brief
And anal is so good
Got it?
Things can be tough for heterosexual men who also want some anal pleasure of their own.
But there is still hope, my anal-loving friends.
Start by asking for a prostate massage and after she’s accustomed with your backdoor, buy
her a strap-on and persuade her to peg you.
The sheer naughtiness of pegging you will eventually be enough to get your wife to start
pleasing you anally.

Casual sex with strangers
One-night stands may be intimidating for you, especially if you’re married but let me tell you
straight away;
If you want it

You deserve it
And you can do it!
So go out there and hunt for a casual fuckbuddy (or many of them!)

The main thing to remember when hunting for one-night stands and casual sexbuddies is
that there are MANY other people like you out there and just like you, they are looking for a
stranger to have casual sex with.
So relax
Hit the bars, search the dating websites and check out hot guys or girls at the gym; some of
them would surely have sex with you if you asked them (you’d be surprised!)

The only problem casual sex with strangers has is…
… you can only do it once and *BAM* they’re not strangers anymore!
Remember that when having casual sex, or you may find yourself with unwanted emotional
burdens.

Quickie at work
We’re spending lots of time at work and tensions can build up between us and our
coworkers.
Tensions that can easily turn into sexual attraction.
If you find yourself lusting for one of your coworkers (you will be fired), your employees (you
will be sued) or even your boss (you will be hated), and they seem equally attracted to you…
You may be in for a lot of trouble unless you plan things out correctly!

Quickies at work can be extremely satisfying but also risky on oh-so many levels (that’s part
of its appeal though)
If you want to avoid being fired, sued or hated you must –and I stress this, you MUST ensure
your work quickies stay between you and your lover and nobody ever learns of your
workplace sexcapades.
Finally, remember that quickies must be… quick!

Sexting
Sending and receiving kinky messages to your lovers or naughty people you haven’t yet met
can be very sensual; especially if you do so behind your spouse’s back.
The tension
The excitement

The sheer naughtiness
That’s all sexting is about.
Modern tech allows us to also send sexy pics of ourselves with our sexting, heightening the
experience.
In order to successfully pull of sexting you must be beyond suspicion from your husband or
wife. If he or she suspects of naughty play they will surely check your cellphone when you’re
not looking!
You can either downplay sexting as a silly pastime to your spouse or maintain extra
cellphones (one for each sexting partner) in order to keep it a secret from your husband or
wife.

How NOT to cheat
If you’re considering cheating on your partner, there are a few things you must absolutely
never do; here they are:


Never let your feelings get in the way

Cheating should always be done with clear mind!


Never be without a plan

If you don’t plan ahead, your spouse will find out sooner or later!


Don’t lose patience

You may need to wait weeks or even months before you find a chance to cheat on your
spouse again; lose patience and you lose the game!


Don’t disrespect anyone

Your lovers, your spouse and yourself all deserve respect; NEVER forget that!


Don’t be greedy

You can’t have sex with every person you desire, even if you cheat on your spouse. Don’t be
greedy and bite more than you can chew!

How to spot others cheating (and get them to fuck you)
Cheaters will often slip up and let certain telltale signs give off their naughty nature.
More specifically, cheaters who slip up will often….






… be overly emotional and try to cover up their tracks with excuses
… seem to act randomly in their personal lives
… lose patience for no apparent reason
… be disrespectful of people they regard as prude (including their spouse)
… be greedy with their sexual lives

Be on the lookout for these traits above and you will eventually start spotting cheaters.
These men and women have no inhibition to cheat on their spouse.
So why not take advantage of that and make them have sex with you too?
If you are confident that someone is a cheater, call them out and then ask them out.
You will be surprised!

Extramarital dating
Having the occasional extramarital one-night stand is one thing.
Maintaining an affair or constantly date new naughty people outside your wedlock is
another.

You need to do a great deal of things behind your spouse’s back (or with his or her
permission) to have a successful extramarital dating life and you need to answer some
questions:

Logistic questions:




Where will I have sex?
How much time will I devote to dating?
Will I let your spouse know or go behind his/her back?

And emotional/sexual questions:





Do I want one, long-term extramarital dating boyfriend/girlfriend?
Do I want many dating partners?
Do I do it for variety, quantity or both?
Will it bother me if my spouse does the same?

If it bothers you that your spouse might do the same, then maybe opt for swinging instead
of dating as you will get to have sex with new people but also keep an eye on whom your
spouse is banging.

How to get your own sugardaddy / sugarbaby
The idea of having a mature, powerful man as your sugardaddy lover is alluring to many
young girls, married or single.
And conversely, many mature men dream of the firm, young bodies of cute girls they desire
as their sugarbabies.
How sexy is that?
Girls hunting a sugardaddy need to be approachable, have a sexy and cute attitude and
appear innocent enough for experienced men to be interested in them. These men are
experienced in getting what they want and just by staying sexy and available you allow them
to flirt you, impress you with gifts and conquer you.

Men who seek a sugarbaby must absolutely be willing to spend big in order to impress sexy
young princesses. To get a teenage model as your babe, be confident, stay stylish and NEVER
shy from spending money to please your sugarbabe.

Be a cougar
Your sexual life doesn’t need to end at 40 and if your husband thinks so, then frankly – screw
him!
(or better yet, screw young studs instead!)
Sex with younger men is rejuvenating and enjoyable, so get some confidence, dress up in
your sexiest clothes and go on the prowl.
Remember that you have a lot more sexual experience than ANY young man, no matter how
sexually active they may be. Use that experience to seduce young men, and then lead them
to your den of pleasure!
A young lover has many benefits; they have stamina and endurance that most men in their
30ies and 40ies lack and also young lovers are always eager to please you!
When you have unleashed the cougar, you will realize that age is just a state of mind and sex
is fun no matter what.

Dating cougars, MILFs and other mature ladies
In sex, experience matters and bedding a woman with a lot of experience can be eyeopening and enchanting.
Dating cougars, MILFs and all kinds of mature ladies might seem intimidating at first if you
are young and inexperienced,
but rest assured that these mature beauties want young guys as much as young guys want
them.
To flirt a mature lady, first and foremost you must worship her.
Worship her experience

Worship her mature femininity
Worship her sexiness
This will get you in bed with a hot mature woman. To best enjoy sex with a cougar,
relinquish control over to her and her superior experience, and lay back to enjoy her
command.
A cougar almost always knows how to please a young man even better than the man
himself, so allowing her to run wild on your body will ensure an unforgettable sexual
experience.

Bi-curious; try some homosexual spice
In life, things are rarely just “black” and “white”.
So, restricting ourselves to one type of sexuality often leads to disappointment and sexual
frustration somewhere down the road for many men and women.
Being curious about homosexual pleasures while still regarding oneself as heterosexual is no
shame...
.. Instead, it can be the pivot to some incredible sexual explorations into the lands of bicuriosity.
Many men may wonder how it is to give a blowjob to other men and women may wish to try
sex from the male perspective.
To satisfy that bi-curiosity, you just have to find naughty partners willing to experiment with.

You can seek out experienced homosexuals to help you get your feet wet in the land of bicuriosity or you can find other, like-minded curious people and explore each other’s
homoerotic sexuality together.
Remember; taboos will lead you to sexual disappointment later on in your life!
So, be curious!

Outdoors sex
In the park
You never realize just how many people have sex in parks until you start doing it yourself.
Parks are prime spots for dogging and voyeurism so expect both when having sex there.
If your sexual partner(s) are reluctant to have sex in the park, visit a “busy” park to watch
others have sex.
Just by watching others doing it, your partner(s) will be turned on enough to join in the fun
or grab you by the hand and lead you to a quiet corner of the park for sex.
You only need minimal preparation to have smashing sex in the park; just take some wipes
or a towel and a few spare clothes if you expect your current ones to be ripped or drenched
in sperm.
Most people have sex in the park under the cover of the night but if you really want to be
naughty, go for some daytime banging!

In the woods
In a sense, sex in the woods is more private than sex in one’s house, as there will be nobody
around to hear you moan and scream in a huge radius.
You can go wild when having sex in the woods, nobody will hear you and there will be no
interruptions; just you and your sexual partners fucking each other’s brains out.
The woods are ideal for decadent orgies under the open sky as well as romantic, Adam-andeve-like sex in nature.
Treat sex in the woods as an excursion and be prepared with food, water and one or more
mats you can use to lay upon.

To find the best, most quiet spot, drive in the woods until you don’t see anyone else for
several minutes.
Then use your car as the base of your sexual operations.

In the library
Shh!
Don’t make a sound when fucking in the library or everyone will be on to you in no-time!
This is a hugely erotic aspect of having sex inside a public library.
Very few people actually dare to have full intercourse in the library, as it usually involves
removing clothes but you’ll be surprised by how many people enjoy handjobs, blowjobs,
fingering and the occasional muffdriving while they pretend to be studying!
To pull off a sexual stunt in the library (without anyone finding out) look for a quiet row
away from everyone else and ensure that at least you or your partner has line of sight to see
anyone approaching.
If you are having just oral sex and fingering, it will be easy to quickly conceal your sexual acts
if someone does come your way, but if you dare go all the way, you must have lightning
reflexes and wear appropriate clothing to hide your naughty acts!

In public transport
Chikan!
This is the title Japanese people give to people who grope and perform sexual acts in public
transport, and even though it may be hard to have anonymous sex in busses and metros, it is
very much possible to have sex with a naughty partner there.
In some European countries, where it is legal to have public sex, it is not at all uncommon for
people to have sex in busses, often in front of other passengers but if your country forbids
that kind of naughtiness then you must do it in secret!
Handjobs and fingering is very easy to pull off in trains and busses; just cover your private
parts with a bag or a newspaper and have your partner pleasure you from underneath.
For full intercourse, you need to go to the end of the vehicle and perform a cowgirl or
reverse cowgirl position while the girl wears a skirt; it works like charm but people might
catch on what you’re doing after a while!

In the club
As many as 10% of all clubgoers perform some kind of sexual activity while in the club!
(That’s 1 out of 10 people around you secretly having sex!)
You can be one of them with particular ease, as the music covers moans and there are many
dark corners and private places you can sneak for some naughty club sex.
Women’s toilets are perhaps the most popular place to have sex in a club and if you are
lucky, you can even find a precious opportunity for group sex while visiting one.
Barmen get a lot of sex too, even while working. If you fancy a barman, don’t hesitate to
propose blowing him behind the counter; the experience is unforgettable and since the
counter shields you from prying eyes, you can go wild on his penis without worries!

In the theater or cinema
To have sexing the cinema, make sure you go to unpopular movies and preferably on odd
hours, when cinema staff is lazy and there are few other people in the cinema.
That way you can get a whole part of the cinema for yourselves. The noisy atmosphere will
allow her to moan without fear of getting heart and the chairs will give both of you a lot of
handling and leverage to try exotic sexual positions. By using the cinema chairs, you ensure
nobody can watch you unless they come close so you can relax and even remove some of
your clothes to have sex in front of the silver screen.
Sex in theaters is principally the same BUT with actors watching you… this can make up for a
very naughty experience, especially if you don’t mind others peeking when you have sex.

Amazing and unusual sex positions

Composite cunnilingus
Cunnilingus can be turned into a fully satisfying sexual experience in itself just by adding a
few twists along the way to make her orgasm harder and faster than ever before.
While licking her, slide your tongue inside her and explore her vagina, continuing with one or
more fingers bent upwards to stimulate her G-spot and push her closer to squirting. Use toys
too, but never neglect stimulating the clitoris.
Just as she is about to reach climax, stand up and stick your erect penis inside her, this will
surprise her pleasantly and give her one of the best orgasms of her life.
Intense sex just before a cunnilingus-induced orgasm often results in multiple orgasms and
intense squirting.
For extra naughtiness do all the above while she is blindfolded.

69 + More
69 is not just mutual oral pleasure!
There is a whole new dimension of pleasure in 69 just by adding sex toys, fingers and some
creativity to your oral games.
For the ultimate 69, alternate positions and use toys or fingers to penetrate each other.
With him on top, his anus is fully exposed and accessible for some backdoor games and even
some prostate milking. Prostate stimulation while doing 69 can lead to very explosive
orgasms for him. The balls also dangle teasingly and beg for some squeezing in that position
while he cums.
With her on top, both her anus and vagina are very accessible and should be promptly
pleasured with sex toys; a medium-sized dildo for the vagina is ideal for 69 and a discreet
butt-plug will do the trick for her anus.

Office chair doggy style
What you’ll need:



An office chair
Two naughty people

She rests her knees on the bottom of the office chair and bends over in lordosis position so
her ass sticks out and her arms fold over the backside of the chair. This position allows her to
rest comfortably on the chair and enjoy the doggy style.
This position gives him maximum access to her ass and vagina and makes penetration easy
thanks to the flexibility of the office chair. He can use the chair, her thighs, her back or her
waist to control his thrusts and please her.
For extra naughtiness, she can also rest her whole body on the backside of the chair and use
her hands to rub her clitoris or massage his balls as he enters from behind!

Enhanced cowgirl
What you’ll need:



Lube
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Reverse cowgirl is fun but add an extra dimension of pleasure and it might just become your
next favorite position.
Before she mounts him in the reverse cowgirl position her anus is gently lubed (licking is fine
but commercial lube lasts longer).
She gets on top and rides him reverse cowgirl style, while doing so, he slides his thumb or a
small dildo in her anus and moves it with her motions.
This extra anal dimension will make her feel like a queen and orgasm hard while riding him
and can lead to many other naughty positions. For extra penetration he rests his butt on his
heels and she squats over his penis so her anus is completely vulnerable to attack. That way,
he may even decide to penetrate her anus with his penis instead!

Pile driver
For this fantastic position you only need a bit of flexibility for her and little else.
First she lies on her back and raises her legs teasingly.
Then the man comes under her and lifts her legs up to her head, exposing her vagina and
ass. She must be able to comfortably maintain that position for a while to achieve a deep
orgasm.

The man stands over her exposed areas and penetrates from the top while maintaining a
sitting-like position above her (without pressing too hard on the woman).
The pile driver is one of the deepest and penetrative sex positions and she will feel his penis
more intensely than usual. This can lead to bursting orgasm and squirting, which can be very
fun given the position she is in!

The Prison Guard
What you’ll need:
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Handcuffs (optional)
Other bondage equipment (optional)

The prison guard is a rear entry position similar to standup doggy style but with some
dominance and submission elements thrown in.
She bends over and puts her hands behind her back. He cuffs her, binds her or (if you’re not
into bondage equipment) just firmly grabs her hands. She may rest her body on a sofa or just
remain standing.
While she is bent down, he enters her from behind (choose any hole you like) and he
maintains control of the thrusting while she remains in that position, surrendered to his
power. He can use her waist, buttocks or the bound hands to control the motions.

The Armchair
No, you won’t need an armchair for this creative and fun sex position! You just need some
synchronisation.
He sits on the middle of the bed on his buttocks with his legs forward and puts his hands on
the bed for support.
She sits facing him on his lap with her legs over his shoulders and her hands on the bed for
support.

In this position, both he and she can control the penetration by moving their waists and
pelvises and if done correctly it can lead to very deep and intimate penetration.
For extra naughtiness (and if you’ve got the endurance) he can stimulate her clitoris with
one of his hands and she can squeeze his balls with one of her hands too.
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